Estimating the prevalence of dementia in elderly people: a comparison of the Canadian Study of Health and Aging and National Population Health Survey approaches.
The Canadian Study of Health and Aging (CSHA) and the National Population Health Survey (NPHS) collected data on the prevalence of dementia in differing fashions. The CSHA used a two-stage method with objective testing and expert judgment, and the NPHS used self-report and proxy data. The present report compares estimates of prevalence and the methodology for ascertainment in the two surveys. The more detailed approach of the CSHA offers the more valid means of estimating prevalence and providing data on subtypes, and can be used in naturalhistory studies. TheNPHSmeasures, including a self/proxy report of diagnosed dementia and a derived cognitive measure, are not sufficiently valid for useful inferences to be made. However, the NPHS method can be improved through supplementation with data on functional disability, providing age group-specific point estimates closer to the CSHA's estimates of cognitive impairment and dementia from the community sample. Future waves of the NPHS may wish to include objective cognitive function measures as a cost-efficient and more accurate method of estimating the prevalence of the dementia syndrome without attempting to estimate the prevalence of particular causes of that syndrome.